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Understanding & Specifying Hi-Density Digital Recording Systems

Glen H. Schulze
Program Management

Bell & Howell, DATATAPE Division
Pasadena, California

Summary.— Rapid advancement of hi-density digital recording technology has left most
user organizations in a confused and bewildered state with respect to understanding and,
more importantly, specifying hi-density recording systems. Users attempting to acquire
advanced hi-density hardware either without procurement specifications or with
incomplete or shallow specifications will probably gain the needed experience too late,
after an unusable system has been delivered. Several prominent user facilities have
recently bought and accepted hi-density recording hardware and immediately been forced
to retire the equipment from use to avoid disastrous embarrassment. Other users have had
to redesign accepted equipment before it could be used. One user who blindly accepted a
proposal to convert several newly ordered analog recorders to a digital format had to
remove and dispose of the digital electronics after delivery and revert back to analog
methods.

The ability to professionally specify and technically monitor a hi-density recording system
contract can only be based upon a thorough understanding of the high density digital
coding, recording, reproducing and decoding process. The purpose of this paper is to
identify and discuss the more important elements of this emerging technology for users
who suddenly find themselves needing this capability.

Introduction. — Hi-density digital recording is usually considered to be any digital
recording which takes place at a density of 20 Kilobits per inch or greater on each track of
a longitudinal instrumentation record/reproduce system. When individual bit streams are
recorded one bit stream per tape track the associated system is termed a serial hi-density
digital system. When an individual serial bit stream is converted to parallel words of N bits
and then recorded in parallel across N tracks the associated system is termed a parallel hi-
density digital system.

User input signals to either the serial or parallel systems are usually in the NRZ-L format
with an associated clock. Bit streams of 20 MBPS or lower can be accommodated by
standard T2L logic interfaces. Differential line drivers and receivers are preferred to single
ended interfaces. Above 20 MBPS, T2L logic gives way to ECL logic.



* Enhanced NRZ and ENRZ are Bell & Howell trademarks.

Any analog-to-digital (A to D) conversion required is done apart from and ahead of the hi-
density digital recorder, usually by a separate device from a separate supplier. The same is
true for the D to A conversion on playback.

The input clock signal is not recorded on tape because static and dynamic skew
magnitudes would corrupt the necessary synchronous relationship with the data tracks.
Accordingly, the clock signal for playback decoding and outputting is developed by
employing individual bit synchronizers, one for each playback track. The input clock
signal is required to synchronously encode the incoming NRZ-L bit stream(s) prior to
recording into the desired recording code.

A serial-to-parallel converter is required if the incoming serial bit rate exceeds the bit rate
capability of a single tape track. At 120 ips, the accommodation rate for a single 2 MHz
tape track is generally considered to be 3 to 4 MBPS. The serial-to-parallel converter will
possess a number of parallel outputs equal to the number of tape tracks chosen for
recording the parallel hi-density format. On playback, a complimentary parallel-to-serial
converter is required to reformat the parallel reproduced data back to a single serial bit
stream with associated synchronous clock. Both of these converters may either be supplied
as an integral part of the hi-density recording system or as a separate self-contained
device.

Before a number of parallel tracks may be converted back to a single hi-rate serial bit
stream, the tracks must be deskewed by use of synchronized playback deskew buffers.
Typically, deskew buffers for hi-density work will possess a capacity of 500 to 1000 bits
of deskew storage for each tape track.

Although input and output signals are normally straight NRZ-L, all known hi-density
record systems employ special coding techniques prior to recording. A companion
decoding technique is therefore required on playback. The choice of the encoding
technique, or code, utilized is the source of most of the industry divergence. Typical code
types in use are randomized NRZ, DM-Delay Modulation (Miller), Miller Squared, and
Enhanced-NRZ (ENRZ)*.

The primary measures of performance of a hi-density digital record/reproduce system are:

1) The bit density accommodated on a per track basis.
2) The system overhead.
3) The total bit rate accommodated by the full system.
4) The bit error rate provided by the record/reproduce system.



The per track bit density of a hi-density system is determined by the ratio of individual
track bit rate to tape speed and is usually expressed in bit per inch (bpi) or bits per
millimeter (bpmm). The system overhead is determined by the coding scheme selected
coupled with the deskew frame format (if using a parallel system) and is expressed as a
percentage overhead or its complement, percentage tape efficiency. The minimum bit rate
accommodated by the full system is obtained from the product of:

1) The bit density per track (less overhead percent)
2) The maximum tape speed.
3) The maximum number of tracks.

The system bit-error-rate (BER) is usually read directly from a BER test device (such as
the HP 3761A) or is manually formed by totalizing errors over the full reel for all tracks
and expressed as a ratio of bits-in-error to total-bits-recorded. Considerable liberties are
taken by some suppliers when testing for BER, such as testing with pseudorandom
patterns only and eliminating burst errors attributable to the tape. Typical BER
performance levels ran e from 10-6 to 10-7 for 50 mil wide tracks and 10-5 to 10-6 for 25 mil
wide tracks, without error detection and correction (EDAC). One supplier of hi-density
record systems, Bell & Howell, is delivering EDAC equipped systems with better than 10-9

BER using tape whose surface integrity is equivalent to 10-6 to 10-7. System users have not
yet demanded distributional control of BER over shorter lengths of tape than full reel
footages.

Tape Speed, Flutter and Time Base Error.— Tape speed accuracy, flutter and time
base error are three recorder characteristics which have been spotlighted in analog
recorders as the parameters separating superior systems from average systems. In hi-
density digital systems these three characteristics become much less critical, particularly
flutter and time base error (TBE). The insensitivity of digitally recorded data to flutter and
TBE results from two factors:

1) The digital data is no longer in the time-analog domain.
2) The digital data can be very easily defluttered and dejittered regardless of the tape

transport characteristics.

The process of digitizing analog data immunizes the resulting signal from time domain
distortions or TBE. This results because the sampling process regularity present at the time
of digitizing permanently fixes the relationship of amplitude and phase of the original
signal as a function of time. Even though the resulting digital signal may experience severe
flutter and TBE the end computer processing of the digital data ignores these variations
and accomplishes the processing on the basis of the associated clock signal only.



Even if the digital data is returned to the analog domain, flutter and TBE are normally not
of major concern. The ability to unload deskew buffers on playback via an external clock
signal provides the inherent dejitter and deflutter of the bit streams. The time base or
spectral purity of the resultant reconstructed analog signal becomes a function of only two
factors:

1) The original digitizing clock stability and jitter.
2) The external playback clock stability and jitter.

Tape speed accuracy plays an important role in digital recording, but in a manner quite
different than in conventional analog recording. Specifically, the record tape speed is
selected and dynamically controlled during the record process in order to achieve constant
packing density on tape. This is easily accomplished by operating the tape speed servo
system in the external control mode and deriving the controlling frequency from the
incoming clock signal by either frequency synthesis or straight digital dividing (see
Figure 1).

During reproduction two different tape speed controlling options find use:

1) Internal Output Clock (IOC)
2) External Output Clock (EOC)

While simultaneously recording and repeoducing we are forced to use the IOC mode. In
this mode, a common clock signal is derived from one or more of the reproduced tape
tracks and used to determine the output rate of the data. In this mode, the output data rate
will equal the input data rate on a long term basis, but not on an instantaneous bit-by-bit
basis. This results because the “delay line” between the record and reproduce head is not
constant but is going through continual change because of flutter, jitter, speed and tension
variations.

When reproducing a prerecorded tape the EOC mode or the IOC mode can be used. In the
EOC mode the user may supply a stable, jitter-free clock at the rate he wishes to receive
the reproduced data. The matching of the output data rate to the user’s clock is
accomplished on a bit-by-bit basis by deriving a tape speed control signal from the user’s
clock using appropriate frequency synthesizing techniques. Additionally and
simultaneously, the user’s output clock strobes the data out of the deskew buffer. In effect,
the user’s clock dejitters and rate-controls the output data (see Figure 2).

Encoding.— The digital data arriving in NRZ-L format requires encoding prior to
recording in order to achieve maximum utilization of the limited response of the recording 



channel. One such method of encoding or coding is the Bell & Howell Enhanced NRZ or
ENRZ.

The Bell & Howell ENRZ format consists of adding one bit to each group of seven data
bits to be recorded on one track. The bit added is a parity bit, such that the total number of
“1”s recorded for the group with its parity bit is odd. This enhancement of the raw data
yields several advantages over straight NRZ encoding. First of all, it guarantees a
transition rate in the recorded signal sufficient for maintaining phase lock in the detector
tracking oscillator. Secondly, by means of parity check during playback, it gives a good
indication of the accuracy with which the bits were recorded and reproduced. Thirdly, it
makes it possible to determine when accurate bit count has been lost and, within a limited
error boundary, re-establish the correct bit count and alignment of data bits at the system
output. The extra bits inserted during the recording mode are deleted on playback prior to
reformatting the data for output.

The addition of an odd parity bit after every seven data bits restricts the recorded bit
pattern so that no more than 14 bit periods may elapse without a flux change, in the worst
case. This brings the low frequency response requirement within the range of standard
Direct reproduce electronics, augmented by DC restoration, while retaining the upper
bandwidth conservatism of straight NRZ. The reduction in effective packing density due to
the addition of the parity bits amounts to 8:7 or a 12.5% reduction, significantly less than
the reduction occasioned by the use of Bi-Phase.

Since the ENRZ waveform is virtually indistinguishable from an NRZ waveform except
that the enhanced rate is 8/7 the data rate, the high frequency response requirements will
be 8/7 that of NRZ data. Consequently, the ENRZ signal requires a theoretical high
frequency passband of (8/7 x 1/2) or 4/7 the bit rate.

By bounding the DC component such that it can never reach zero or 100% of the peak
signal amplitude, the amount of zero crossing displacement due to lack of DC response is
reduced and DC restoration is effective. Thus, by reducing the DC shift, the system rise
and fall timing errors through the zero crossings can be reduced. Since the rise and fall
times are dependent upon the high frequency content, reducing the baseline wander
permits an increase in packing density.

Tape Efficiency (Overhead).— By tape efficiency we mean the ratio of a code’s
through-put rate to the through-put rate of straight NRZ while maintaining equal bit-error-
rate in a given bandwidth channel.

ENRZ is a highly efficient code or stated differently, ENRZ overhead is low. Seven of
every eight bits on tape are user data bits. This equates to a tape efficiency for ENRZ of



87.5% (12.5% overhead). Translated to user through-put terms, 87.5% of the recorded bits
are user data bits.

Groups engaged in standards activities are encouraged to define a code’s efficiency rather
than a code’s overhead, because overhead calculations can be misleading. Users are more
concerned with system efficiencies which immediately expresses a code’s usefulness.

If we assign straight NRZ code an efficiency of 100%, we can rank the better known
codes as follows:

Code Efficiency

NRZ 100%
ENRZ   87.5%
Block Code (6, 5)   83.3%
DM   66% (From Ref. 9)-
Bi-Phase   50%

The above percentages do not include the deskew sync word required in multitrack parallel
Hi-D systems. Bell & Howell has standardized on the following deskew format for Hi-D
multitrack parallel systems:

Frame Size: 680 bits per track 
Deskew Sync Word: 40 bits per track 
Sync Word Pattern: Ten “1.0” pairs followed by 

ten “0.1” pairs 
Data Bits Per Frame: 560 bits per track 
Enchance Bits per Frame: 80 bits per track 
Total Efficiency: 680/560, about 82%
(See Figure 3)

Bit Rate to Bandwidth Ratio (Packing Density). — The ratio of bit rate (BR) to
bandwidth (BW) for ENRZ is easily derived from the well known performance of NRZ.
Using information theory, it has been shown that with NRZ data, the maximum signal rate
is twice the upper frequency limit of the channel. This rate, known as the NYQUIST rate,
is based upon an ideal low pass filter and assumes that the output signal is sampled
precisely at the center of the bit cell to make the “one” “zero” determination (see
Reference 1).



Using an NRZ BR to BW ratio of 2:1 and modifying this by the 7/8 efficiency factor
produces an ENRZ BR to BW ratio of 7/4. This can also be expressed as a BW to BR
ratio of 4/7.

Using this ratio for ENRZ and a 2.0 MHz bandwidth at 120 ips, we would expect a bit rate
of 7/4 x 2 x 106 or 3.5 Megabits per second per track. This equates to a packing density of
(3-5 x 106) ÷ 120 ips or 29 KBPI. This density compares favorably with Kings unbiased
IRIG sponsored report of “odd parity - NRZ ranged from 26 to 35 KBPI” (see Ref. 2).

The reader should be cautioned against reports of super codes achieving high packing
densities, i.e., up to 50 KBPI, without revelation of the bandwidth of the analog channel
utilized. The astute reader will ask for the BR to BW ratio before being unduly impressed.

Sensitivity to Changes of Bandwidth and Record Current. ENRZ like straight NRZ
enjoys an additional bandwidth related advantage over other non-NRZ codes, i.e., low
sensitivity to changes of bandwidth that may result between reels of tape or within a single
tape. Author King reports:

“NRZ bit packing was more sensitive to tape recorder bandwidth changes
then Bi-Phase but less sensitive than DM.”

This is explained by King:

“It is the compacting of DC spectral energy that makes its bit packing density
more sensitive to bandwidth changes.” (Quotes from Ref. 2)

Rather than being compacted into a narrow band of spectral energy centered at 3/8ths, the
normalized bandwidth (King’s Figure 6) ENRZ makes better utilization of the full recorder
spectrum available. The spectral occupancy advantage of ENRZ results in its being less
sensitive to upper bandedge phenomena like head varnish, azimuth misadjustment and
imperfect equalization. This also explains the ease of alignment of reproduce electronics
when using ENRZ compared to DM.

A second recording adjustment sensitivity was reported by King:
“NRZ was also more sensitive to bias changes than Bi-Phase but less
sensitive than DM. NRZ showed only a 3% loss in bit packing at 0 DB bias
for 30 ips . . . “

Although not explained by King, it is likely the compacted spectrum of DM is again
responsible for this sensitivity.



Bell & Howell recommends the recording of ENRZ and, in fact, any digital bi-level signal,
without bias. Superior record levels and lower bit error rates are consistently achieved with
non-biased recording at Bell & Howell. The net improvement in record level can be as
great as 3 dB which improves off-tape SNR by the same amount. Selecting ENRZ does
not, however, require the elimination of high frequency bias if the user wishes to retain an
IRIG Direct Mode configuration. Author Leighou reports successful operation at 32 KBPI
with high frequency bias using “odd parity in every 8-bit byte.” (See Ref. 3) Although not
stated by Leighou, he appears to be describing an NRZ code exactly equivalent to ENRZ.

Bit Error Rate vs Signal to Noise Ratio.— The inherent BER vs SNR performance of
NRZ codes applies directly to ENRZ. A number of authors have published both theoretical
curves as well as experimental curves on this important NRZ relationship. (See Refs. 1, 4
and 5) This well established relationship for NRZ and ENRZ is not shared by other non-
NRZ codes.

Author Waggener from EMR-Schlumberger states:

“The performance of delay modulation (DM) has been widely misunderstood.
The small low frequency content and a sharply peaked spectrum at about 0.4
bit rate has led potential users to conclude that DM is an efficient coding
technique. Such a conclusion is unwarranted and, in fact, the performance of
DM is 3.5 db poorer than NRZ using an optimum detection bandwidth of
twice that of NRZ. If the bandwidth of DM is limited to the spectral region
less than the bit rate, a considerable penalty in bit error performance is paid.”

Experiments at Bell & Howell with DM vs ENRZ show the detection superiority of ENRZ
over DM by the margin of opening of eye patterns. (See Figs 4A and 4B)

Long time proponents of DM now recognize the 3.5 db penalty cited by Waggener but
tend to discount its importance. Its importance is quite obvious:

1) A SNR margin of 3.5 db provides a safeguard against operational problems of head
varnish, head azimuth and electronic misalignment and crossplay.

2) Tape dropouts of a magnitude at or near detection and bit sync threshold will be
successfully accommodated using NRZ/ENRZ while errors will result with DM.

3) Increased packing density can be achieved with a superior BER vs SNR code like
ENRZ if the criterion of packing density is established by increasing density until a
given error rate results. (This is King’s method of code evaluation and he, in fact,
found that NRZ could be packed at higher densities than DM.)



Error Multiplication.— Error multiplication is a code property which has not received
adequate exposure by past authors in the field of digital coding schemes. By error
multiplication, we mean the property of a code which results in an increase in decoded
output errors over and above the output errors that would have resulted using a code with
zero error multiplication.

The ENRZ code is an example of a zero error multiplication code. It contains no inherent
mechanism for the multiplication of errors over and above the flaw rate of the tape being
recorded/reproduced.

Randomized NRZ tested by King and described by Stein (see Ref. 6) is one example of an
error multiplication code. Specifically, the derandomizing process inherently contains two
types of error multiplication, i.e., from circulation thru the feedback loops and from bit
slip:

1) Circulation Error Multiplication

a) A single bit in error, present at the input to the derandomizer will result in 3
errors at the output, (using any register size).

b) A string of 23 bits in error at the input to the derandomizer will result in 46 bits
in error at the output, (using the 223-1 register).

c) A string of 46 bits in error at the input to the randomizer will result in 46 + 23
bits or 1.5 times the off-tape error rate, (using the 223-1 register).

(These examples are typical of the size of burst lengths of dropouts of current
wideband analog tape used for Hi-D recording.)

2) Bit Slip Error Multiplication

d) A single bit slip occurring before the derandomizing buffer will interrupt the
synchronism of the buffer’s derandomizing process.

Twenty-three (23) error-free, unslipped bits must “purge” the derandomizing
buffer before an error-free output results.

Delay Modulation possesses a similar trait, specifically, the DM decoder must receive a
101 bit pattern in order to be synchronized for proper decoding. In the event of either bit
slip or burst errors, the DM decoder must be “purged” by a 101 pattern in order to
produce correct bit patterns at the output. Miller Squared is similarly disadvantaged.



NRZ/ENRZ do not require purging nor do they incorporate an inherent error multiplication
property. A single bit in error off-tape will result in only a single bit in error at the decoder
output. The bit slip properties of ENRZ, superior to both DM and randomized NRZ, will
be addressed in the next paragraph.

Recovery Potential from Bit-Slip.— One of the unique properties of ENRZ is its
recovery potential from bit slip. Bit-slip is defined by EMR (Ref. 7) as “the increase or
decrease in the clock frequency by one or more bits with respect to the input signal.” The
incorporation of parity bits in every eighth bit position of the ENRZ code provides, in
effect, an electronic sprocket which can be used during playback decoding to combat bit-
slip.

In the event bit-slip occurs, the parity bit position will move ahead or move backward in
time one or more bits. By inspection for odd parity over a group of 8 bit words (5 words
usually with a 40 bit register) it is possible to (1) Detect that slip has occurred, and (2)
Determine the direction and magnitude of the slip.

Once the slip direction and magnitude has been determined, it is relatively easy to remove.

Code systems which do not have the sprocket property of ENRZ cannot be bit-slip
recovered until a unique bit pattern arrives (such as 101 for DM) or until a suitable time
period has elapsed (such as 23 bits for randomized NRZ).

In a deskew parallel system, this ENRZ advantage is even more dramatic. If bit-slip is not
corrected in a system with deskew buffers, the track experiencing bit-slip will not be
properly deskewed until the arrival of the next deskew frame sync word. This is typically
500 to 600 bits. ENRZ tracks can be bit-slip corrected immediately without waiting for the
deskew frame sync word.

Minimum Transition Density.— EMR (Ref. 7) defines transition density as “The
average number of transitions (from logic one to logic zero or logic zero to logic one) in
the bit stream.” This same reference describes the EMR Model 720 Bit Synchronizer as
follows:

“Minimum Transition Density: Sync is maintained with transition densities as
low as one transition in 64 bits with a SNR of 10 db.”

The worse cast transition density with ENRZ is 1 transition in 14 bits, approximately 5
times the density required by the EMR 720. This transition density of ENRZ is a major
improvement over straight NRZ which has no guarantee of transition density.



No claim is made by Stein for the minimum transition density of randomized NRZ.
However, it is not difficult to envision a string of “0”s of 20 to 40 bits long resulting in a
randomized output with no transitions. It would appear difficult, if not impossible, to
specify the minimum transition density of randomized NRZ.

DM, on the other hand, boasts a transition density of 1/2 or 50% regardless of bit pattern.
This apparent advantage of DM is obtained at the expense of compacting the spectrum,
which has been previously shown to be detrimental by several reference sources. The DM
transition density of 0.5 seems beyond the point of diminishing returns, or an over-
reaction, when viewed from the performance baseline of a well-designed bit sync, such as
the EMR 720.

Transition density considerations of Miller Squared (0.33) are essentially equivalent to
DM and, again, seems beyond the point of diminishing returns.

Pattern Sensitivity.— Pattern sensitivity is defined as that property of a code which will
cause an increase in error rate for peculiar bit patterns over and above the error rate for
more benign bit patterns. In practice, pattern sensitivity is usually the result of low
transition density coupled with highly asymmetrical bit streams, i.e., a long string of “1”s
or “0”s. This type of signal contains significant spectral energy near DC and will result in
baseline gallop or wander because the tape recorder system does not pass DC or low
frequency energy.

The EMR Model 720 Bit Synchronizer (Ref.. 7) is described with the following capability:

“Baseline Shift: No degradation in performance if the serial PCM wavetrain
is shifted by a super-imposed triangular waveform with a peak-to-peak
amplitude of the PCM wavetrain and with a frequency up to 0.1% of the data
bit rate.”

The ENRZ code limits the DC baseline shift such that it can never reach zero or 100% of
the pulse amplitude. Specifically, the baseline shift of ENRZ is bounded between 12.5%
and 87.5% of the peak-to-peak value.

The percentage shift of the codes baseline is only part of the story. The other question to
ask is:

How good is the DC restorer circuitry or is there in fact a DC restorer circuit
incorporated?



Bell & Howell recommends DC restoration regardless of the type of code being utilized as
the additional complexity is not great. Further, we recommend that multispeed tape
systems incorporate DC restoration circuits that “scale with tape speed”. By “scale” we
mean the time-constants of the DC restoration circuits are changed automatically and
proportionately with tape speed. A measure of the Bell & Howell DC restoration is shown
in Figs 5A and 5B.

The final proof of the DC content or pattern sensitivity of the code is a stringent test, not a
pseudorandom (PN) bit stream test. PN tests are actually very benign tests as they are rich
in transition density and devoid of worst case patterns for any appreciable length of time.

A true worst case test requires a special signal generator. A generator of this type has been
constructed by one Bell & Howell user. This generator supplies a “sampled-ramp” test
code sequence, which is a repeating 14-bit serial code to each recorder track under test.
Quoting from a report authorized by this user:

“Each 14 bit code is repeated 1024 times before changing. All possible 14 bit
code sequences are eventually generated each persisting for 1024 times.
Playback synchronization to the reproduce test sequence is accomplished
once at the beginning of the measurement so that a bit-slip occuring in any
track will not be self-clearing but will result in recurring errors.”

The test results of this user were summarized in his test report as follows:

“As a result of the testing described in this note, it has been shown that the
Bell & Howell recorders can be tested with long PRN test sequences and the
resulting error measurements can, with much greater confidence, be extended
to any 14-bit test sequence.”

The reader is cautioned against reports of comparative superiority of DC free codes over
ENRZ when tested at various record levels and bit packing densities. (Ref. 8) These tests
have been performed with either no DC restoration or with marginal DC restoration,
adequate only for spectrally compacted DM codes. In effect, these tests were
measurements of DC restoration inferiority rather than a test of code performance.

Confidence Monitoring.— The confidence monitoring property of ENRZ is a major
advantage to users requiring real-time assurance that data is being recorded with low error
rate. This property is not easily matched by other codes.



The ability to detect parity errors is a simple and inherent property of ENRZ. As soon as
an error burst begins, odd parity will no longer be satisfied. A parity error bus for each
track can be monitored during the record mode as a measure of error activity. In general,
one parity error can mean an error burst of 1 to 7 bits in length has been encountered. A
bounded relationship, therefore, exists between the parity or word error rate and the bit
error rate. As an assurance or confidence monitor during recording, the rate of occurrence
of parity or word errors has proven to be a highly reliable indicator of recorded data
quality.

Other codes may possess real-time error checking or confidence monitoring but
implementation is usually more costly. Examples are block codes as described by
Davidson (Ref. 9), who states:

“In the case of the (5,6) alternating disparity code an even parity check can
be made. Such parity error checks can provide an indirect means of on-line
monitoring of BER.”

Davidson concludes with the following comments on block code complexity:

“Some drawbacks of these low disparity codes compared to bi-phase and
delay modulation are as follows:

1) Slightly more complex digital methods of generation are required.

2) Moderately more complex (but, nevertheless, practicable) digital methods of
decoding are required. Not only must bit-boundaries be determined, but
character boundaries as well.”

Error Detection and Correction (EDAC).— The longitudinal parity bits in each track of
a parallel Hi-D system using ENRZ can be conveniently expanded into an efficient and
economical error detection and correction system. By the simple addition of lateral parity
(across the tape width), almost all error activity can be detected and corrected. The
incorporation of orthogonal parity is a natural extension of ENRZ and does not require
extensive modification or undue cost to existing systems.

The following description by Herff (Ref. 10) outlines the basic concept and
implementation of EDAC:



“General Description

The parallel tracks of data are blocked and checked for longitudinal and lateral
parity. The adjacent parallel data tracks are then separated longitudinally along the
tape by the use of delay networks (interleavers); the lateral parity information being
recorded on a separate track. This lateral parity checking of the data is performed
two or more times before the data is recorded. In the reproduce mode, the
reproduced data is checked for parity and parity errors stored in memory for
eventual identification and correction of bit errors. Following each reproduce parity
check, the data is restored one delayed time frame until each track has the same
lateral time relationship as the original input data.”

The complete article by Herff is available from Bell & Howell on request. An example of
the effectiveness of EDAC is shown in Fig. 6.

Conclusions and Recommendations.— Hi-density digital record/reproducers are very
complex systems requiring considerable study and effort by those responsible for
generating procurement specifications. Although bearing some similarity to analog
instrumentation recorders, significant differences do exist and these differences must be
completely understood if the user wishes to professionally control his procurement. Some
of the more important elements of hi-density digital recording have been presented for the
benefit of those becoming involved in this technology for the first time.
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FIGURE 1.  RECORD MODE SPEED CONTROL



FIGURE 2.  REPRODUCE MODE SPEED CONTROL

Fig. 3  Each Track Deskew Information



Fig. 4A  (DM)

Fig. 4B  (ENRZ)

Figures 4A and 4B show linear density of 33 kbpi.

While there is consistent decrease in the “EYE” opening, the ratio of ENRZ/DM opening
increases to 3.6:2 = 1.8:1.



Fig.  5A

1) NRZ at 33 kbpi

2) 60/60 ips

3) 28 tracks x 1"

4) 24 successive 0’s

Fig.  5B

1) NRZ at 33 kbpi

2) 60/60 ips

3) 28 tracks x 1"

4) 28 successive 1’s

Footnote: Both photos show results of DC restoration on 24 successive bits without
transitions.



FIGURE 6
TAPE TYPE: 3M 890

Serial No.: 1468702106

Tape Total Burst EDAC EDAC
Footage Error Size Loop 1 Loop 2
  (Feet)  (Bits)  (Bits)  (Bits)  (Bits) 

100 0 0 0 0
200 63 63 0 0
700 81 18 0 0
880 194 113 9 4

1070 264 76 9 4
1940 325 61 11 4
4100 349 24 11 4
4280 542 193 12 4
5010 658 116 23 4
6200 716 58 23 4
7100 771 55 23 4
7400 897 126 23 4
8300 1183 286 23 4
8450 1222 39 23 4
8835 1222 0 23 4

Packing Density:   34.4 kilobits/inch/track.

Track Width:   25 Mil

Average BER before EDAC:   4.12 x 10-7

Average BER after 2 loops EDAC:   1.30 x 10-9

Tape Speed:   30 ips Record/Reproduce Mode.


